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Abstract: Diketopiperazines (DKPs), the smallest cyclic peptides, represent an important class of biologically
active natural products and their research has been fundamental to many aspects of peptide chemistry.
The advent of combinatorial chemistry has revived interest in DKPs for two reasons: firstly, they are
simple heterocyclic scaffolds in which diversity can be introduced and stereochemically controlled at up
to four positions; secondly, they can be prepared from readily available α-amino acids using very robust
chemistry. Here synthetic methods, conformation, as well as applications of DKPs are summarized and
discussed critically. Copyright  2003 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE

The purpose of the present literature review is
to bring together information about all aspects
of DKP chemistry, relevant to those working in
the area of peptide chemistry. The subject has
not been reviewed comprehensively. Earlier reviews
were concerned predominantly with the natural
occurrence of DKPs [1], as well as their structure [2]
and reactivity [3]. More recently, DKPs have gained
importance in drug discovery [4], as inhibitors of
various enzymes, including e.g. topoisomerases,
collagenase-1, as well as bradykinin antagonists,
modulators of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1,
and opioid receptor agonists and antagonists (see [5]
and references cited therein).

It is perhaps ironic that DKP formation, today
regarded by peptide chemists mostly as a trouble-
some side reaction during peptide chain assembly,

Abbreviations: Amino acid and peptide nomenclature conforms to
IUPAC-IUB rules (J. Peptide Sci. 1999, 5: 465–471).
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represented the first successful attempt, over a cen-
tury and a half ago, at linking two α-amino acids
in a peptide bond. Heating glycine in a stream
of CO2 or HCl gas [6] provided a mixture whose
chief component was cyclo-[Gly-Gly]. The first well-
defined synthetic peptide was also obtained from
this DKP: upon warming in aq HCl, it underwent
partial hydrolysis and provided crystalline H-Gly-
Gly-OH.HCl [7]. However, the earliest report of what
was later found to be a DKP, viz. ‘leucinimide’,† dates
back even further [8]. A number of DKPs, includ-
ing examples containing unnatural amino acids [9],
were reported in the literature of the late 19th cen-
tury; but it was not until the turn of the next century
that DKPs as a separate class of compounds were
suggested explicitly. After spontaneous formation
of cyclo-[Gly-Gly] from moist H-Gly-OEt had been
observed [10], it was realized that DKPs could be
synthesized efficiently from amino acid esters [11].

† In the early literature homogeneous DKPs are often termed in
such a manner, i.e. leucinimide for cyclo-[Leu-Leu], lactimide for
cyclo-[Sar-Sar], etc. The other terminology encountered frequently
in early reports, e.g. leucylalanine anhydride for cyclo-[Leu-Ala],
extends to unsymmetrical DKPs.
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Subsequently numerous symmetrical and unsym-
metrical DKPs were prepared; many of these results
were summarized in connection with amino acid
polycondensation [12].

DKPs were not only important in early peptide
synthesis, but they were also instrumental to
the pioneering methods used to elucidate the
primary structure of polypeptides. It was known
that controlled partial acid hydrolysis of proteins
could be made to stop at the dipeptide stage
to a large extent and DKPs were obtained from
the hydrolysates. This was useful because the
crystalline DKPs could be isolated relatively easily
and could be compared with authentic synthetic
DKPs. Limited sequence information could then
be gleaned from the composition of the DKPs
obtained from the protein hydrolysates. In an
extension of this method [13], the polypeptide to
be sequenced was first refluxed in glacial AcOH
to form a mixture of DKPs. These were then
identified and the original polypeptide submitted
to one cycle of Edman degradation [14], followed
again by DKP formation. The possibility of stepwise
sequencing from the C-terminus of a protein
was foreshadowed by some indications that it
might be possible to form terminal N-acyl-DKPs in
peptides with the aid of diphenylphosphorazidate
and 2-mercapto- or 2-hydroxypyridine, followed
by removal of the terminal cyclic dipeptides with
BunNH2 in EtOH [15].

SYNTHESIS OF DKPs

Most homogeneous DKPs can be prepared simply by
heating the free amino acid methyl esters in a sealed
tube and this method can even be effective for DKPs
from amino acids with reactive side chains. However,
it is generally advisable to use protected precursors
since for example, Dab, Orn, and Lys derivatives
can give rise to the corresponding pyrrolidone,
piperidone and homopiperidone by-products [16].
Perhaps the oldest method of unsymmetrical DKP
synthesis consists of dipeptide ester treatment with
methanolic ammonia. The strongly basic conditions
in this procedure can lead to epimerization and
the same is true of other base-catalysed cyclization
methods of dipeptide acids, esters and NCAs [17].
A method less prone to loss of chiral integrity con-
sists of Boc-dipeptidyl methyl ester N-deprotection
with formic acid, followed by reflux of the dipep-
tidyl ester formate salt in 2-butanol/toluene and
removal of formic acid through azeotropic distilla-
tion [18]. However, other side reactions appear to
be attendant with this procedure [19]. Heating of
free dipeptide salts in phenol [20] or 2-naphthol [21]
has also been proposed for the preparation of DKPs.
For many DKPs, however, simple reflux of dipep-
tidyl methyl esters in low-boiling solvents, par-
ticularly methanol, is effective [22]. Alternatively,
reflux of dipeptidyl methyl, ethyl, or benzyl esters
in 2-butanol containing 0.1–2 M AcOH, is an effi-
cient method of DKP preparation in a wide variety
of cases [23]. It is also possible to obtain DKPs
directly from Z-protected dipeptidyl methyl esters
through simultaneous deprotection and cyclization,
for example through the use of catalytic transfer
hydrogenation at elevated temperature [24]. When
free dipeptide esters are to be used for unsymmet-
rical DKP preparation, the former are conveniently
prepared by reaction between appropriate NCAs and
amino acid ethyl esters [25] (Scheme 1). The advan-
tages of this method are the high reactivity of NCAs,
the fact that no condensation by-products need to
be removed, and the ready availability of NCAs from
amino acids [26,27]. In some cases, one-pot proce-
dures have been adopted [28].

Scheme 1
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For the synthesis of many DKPs simple dipeptide
alkyl esters are not sufficiently reactive. A number
of suitable procedures, in which amino-deprotection
in the presence of the activated carboxyl group is
possible, are available: In situ generation of dipep-
tidyl succinimido esters by deprotection with TFA
of the N-terminally Boc-protected precursors, fol-
lowed by cyclization in pyridine, has been found
to be effective [29]. A similar active ester proce-
dure involves the acidolytic deprotection of Boc-
dipeptidyl Pcp esters with TFA, followed by spon-
taneous cyclization under liberation of the trifluo-
roacetates with the aid of N,N-diethylaniline in hot
benzene or CCl4. Similarly [30], N-trityl dipeptidyl
succinimido esters can be detritylated selectively
with HCl in Et2O, followed by cyclization in basic
aqueous solution. Preparation of reactive esters from
protected dipeptide acids is not always straightfor-
ward, however, not least because of the danger of
epimerization during peptide esterification. Provided
highly reactive intermediates are used for acylation,
p-nitrophenyl esters (acylating agents themselves)
can be used for temporary carboxyl protection in
the ‘backing-off’ procedure [31] (Scheme 2). N ,N ′-
Diaryl-DKPs can be obtained by self-cyclocoupling
of 2-bromopropananilides; stereochemistry can be
controlled to some extent by the choice of promoter,
aryl substituent and solvent [32].

There are also available various solid-phase syn-
thesis methods for DKP preparation. Amongst these
methods are those employing linkers based on o-
nitrophenyl [33], p-thiophenyl [34] (with oxidation of
the thiol to the sulfone prior to cyclization), and 4-
bromomethyl-3-nitrobenzoylaminobenzyl [35] (orig-
inally conceived as a photo labile linker) esters.
Another example [36] is based on the use of the so-
called Kaiser oxime resin. Even standard Merrifield
peptide synthesis resin can, under optimized reac-
tion conditions, be used to synthesize DKPs [37].

Scheme 2

MECHANISM OF DKP FORMATION

The planar backbone amide bonds in polypeptides
are known to occur predominantly in the trans con-
formation. Planarity is maintained through a rota-
tional energy barrier because of the partial double
bond character of the peptide bond. On average, the
energy difference between trans and cis peptide bond
isomers is of the order of 2.5 kcal/mol [38]. Such
isomerism is relevant to DKP formation because for
a dipeptide derivative intramolecular attack of the
amino group on the terminal carboxyl group is pos-
sible only from a folded conformation containing a
cis peptide bond (Scheme 3).

The low abundance of cis peptide bonds in nat-
urally occurring polypeptides (less than 2% over-
all) [39] is thought to be due mostly to steric con-
flict between neighbouring Cα-substituents in the
cis conformation. Mechanistic studies suggest that
large Cα-substituents should effectively prohibit iso-
merization [40]. However, the actual frequencies of
occurrence of cis peptide bonds in known protein
structures do not correlate well with residue side-
chain bulk. Excepting Pro-containing dipeptides,
the most frequent cis dipeptide units in proteins
are Cys-Thr, Ser-Gln, Arg-Asp, and Thr-Thr; while
for example, Gly-Gly cis units are less frequent
and most combinations with insignificant side-chain
bulk do not appear to occur in the cis conforma-
tion [41]. Similarly, the relative ease of DKP forma-
tion from a number of dipeptide derivatives can-
not be explained sufficiently by steric interactions
between the side chains in the trans and cis isomers
(see below). Particularly noteworthy in this respect
are dipeptides involving α-alkyl amino acid residues.
For such compounds one would predict large energy
differences between trans and cis isomers on the
basis of steric crowding in the cis isomers, whereas
in fact such peptides have been observed to cyclize
quite readily. It is likely that the conformational con-
straints (on backbone torsional angles) introduced
into a peptide by for example Aib residues result in
amide bond isomerization/cyclization mechanisms
with low energy barriers being favoured. Possibly
such factors as overall proximity between terminal

Scheme 3
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amino and carbonyl groups, as well as stabilizing
intramolecular interactions may be involved [42].

Intramolecular aminolysis of dipeptide esters with
formation of DKPs may be acid- [43] or base-
catalysed [44]. For the acetic acid-catalysed DKP
formation from H-Val-Pro-O-resin, a mechanism
was postulated (Scheme 4).

Sometimes DKPs are formed under the influ-
ence of nucleophilic reagents. The facile cycliza-
tion of spaglumic acid upon methylation with dia-
zomethane is an example in point (Scheme 5) [45].
Apparently diazomethane here acts as a base in
the aqueous layer of the two-phase system adopted.
Acid-catalysed esterification did not give rise to the
DKP but furnished the trimethyl ester as expected.
The latter dipeptide could only be made to cyclize
under forcing conditions.

Tryptic and chymotryptic peptides from protein
digests have been found to be partially cyclized
through DKP formation involving Asp α-carboxyl
groups liberated during β-aspartyl shifts [46]. A

Scheme 4

Scheme 5

related source of DKP formation is the rearrange-
ment of β-alkyl-Asp-containing peptides to aspar-
timide peptides [47] (Scheme 6). Here intramolec-
ular attack of the peptide amino terminus on
one of the aminosuccinyl carbonyl groups is
the mechanism.

Intriguing cyclizations to DKPs, aza-cyclols and
peptide thiolactones of N-terminal Cys di- and
tripeptides were also reported [48]. The correspond-
ing Ser-containing peptides undergo similar trans-
formations with cyclodepsipeptide instead of thiol-
actone intermediates [49]. The involvement of thiol-
amino acids in DKP formations has been known
for some time and cyclo-[Cys-Cys], from which
the dimer is obtained upon air oxidation, was
reported [50]. Homocysteine lactone undergoes an
interesting polymerization reaction on treatment
with base (Scheme 7) [51].

Influence of the Leaving Group

The fact that the nature of the alcohol portion of
dipeptidyl esters has a major influence on the ease
of DKP formation is indicated by the fact that amino

Scheme 6

Scheme 7
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acid methyl esters generally undergo cyclodimer-
ization more readily than the corresponding ethyl
esters. In a systematic study [52] using H-Gly-
Gly-OR, it was found that the order of reactivity
towards DKP formation depended on the steric
bulk in R as follows: Me � Amn > Et > Ami > Bun =
Bui > Prn � Bn > Pri . Some α-carboxyl protecting
groups that have found widespread application in
peptide synthesis are unsuitable from the point
of view of the DKP side reaction. Chief amongst
these are esters more prone to nucleophilic attack
than ordinary alkyl esters. Thus substituted methyl
esters in which the substituents are electron-
withdrawing, such as is the case for examples 2,2,2-
trichloroethyl [53] and phenacyl esters [54], are sus-
pect in this regard. In fact immobilized phenacyl
bromide has proven an effective starting point for
the solid-phase synthesis of DKPs [55]. Phenacyl
esters have attained major importance as a semi-
permanent carboxyl-blocking group in convergent
solution peptide synthesis [56]. Benzyl esters, which
find very wide application in peptide synthesis, are
less reactive, although still appreciably prone to
nucleophilic attack. DKP cyclization of dipeptide
benzyl esters may occur even when residues are
present which are not normally observed to facili-
tate cyclization. For example, appreciable cyclization
was observed upon piperidine deprotection of Fmoc-
Tyr(But)-Ala-OBn [57]. Similar observations were
made in connection with 4-(aminomethyl)piperidine
deprotection of Fmoc-dipeptide benzyl esters [58].
In solution peptide synthesis based on 4-picolyl
esters [59], special precautions also have to be taken
to avoid DKP formation. But esters are commonly,
and mistakenly, thought to be completely resistant
to intramolecular nucleophilic attack as occurs in
DKP formation, although they are usually the esters
of choice for sequences known to be prone to DKP
cyclization [60] and they are mandatory in really dif-
ficult cases, e.g. elongation of MeLeu-MeVal dipep-
tides [61]. A semi-quantitative study [62] with H-
Glu(OBut)-Asp(OBut)-OR dipeptide esters demon-
strated that benzyl and p-nitrobenzyl esters are
prone to intramolecular nucleophilic attack, while
the more acid-labile p-methoxy and particularly
the o,p-dimethoxybenzyl esters were better in this
respect. Of the alkyl esters studied, the order of
reactivity was Me � Prn = allyl � But . Even with the
But ester considerable DKP formation was observed
under standard acylation conditions with DCC and
HOBt [63]. Other esters commonly used as C-
terminal protecting groups, which were incompletely

resistant to DKP cyclization, were the 2,2,2-
trichloroethyl [53] and the 2-(toluene-p-sulphonyl)-
ethyl [64] esters. The 2-(2-pyridyl)ethyl ester [65,66],
on the other hand, would appear to be particularly
suitable for avoiding DKP formation from problem-
atic dipeptide esters.

Reactive esters of dipeptides as used in the
so-called ‘backing-off’ procedure of solution pep-
tide synthesis are of course very much prone to
cyclization. In fact DKP formation in such cases
may occur even from the N-protected dipeptide
ester. Thus Z-Gly-Pro-ONp ester undergoes cycliza-
tion with expulsion of p-nitrophenol and formation
of the acyl-DKP [31]. N-Acyl DKPs have also been
observed after treatment of N-blocked dipeptides
with the condensing agent dichloromethyl methyl
ether (which can be used to prepare NCAs from
Z-protected amino acids) [67] (Scheme 8). Here the
initially formed orthoester can undergo intramolec-
ular acylation to form a DKP in the presence of
tertiary base.

Influence of the Amino Acid Residues

The fact that the relative ease of DKP formation
not only depended on the amino acid leaving
group but was also influenced by residue structural
features was seen very early. Thus polycondensation
of H-Gly-OEt gave the DKP almost exclusively,
whereas the same reaction with H-Ala-OEt did not
appear to be accompanied by DKP formation [68].
The presence of Gly in dipeptide esters generally
facilitates DKP cyclization since here the cis amide
bond in the transition state to the DKP is more
favourable than with other amino acids due to
the absence of an interfering side chain (refer
Figure 1a: one of R1a, R1b, R2a, R2b <> H, R3 = H).
The unfavourable effect of bulky amino acid side

Scheme 8
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Figure 1 Steric relationship between Cα-substituents of amino-terminal residue (R1a, R1b) and Cα − (R2a, R2b) and N-(R3)

substituents of carboxyl-terminal residue in dipeptides adopting trans or cis amide bonds (a). Steric relationship between
Cβ groups in trans and cis Pro-containing dipeptides: H-Ala-Pro-OH, b (i) and H-Pro-Ala-OH, b (ii).

chains in the necessary cis dipeptide precursors
leading to the DKP can be visualized using Figure 1a
(for natural amino acids, the side chains correspond
to R1a and R2a, the remaining substituents being
H). However, steric bulk close to the α-carbon as
for example in β-branched residues such as Ile,
Val, and Thr, has a stronger influence on steric
crowding in transition states leading to DKPs than
steric bulk further away. This fact is exemplified
by the successful preparation of numerous cyclo-
[Tyr-Arg] analogues, many with side chains of
exceptional steric bulk [69]. It is clear, however,
that factors other than side chain steric bulk
can be of importance. Thus for esters of certain
bulky β-branched amino acids DKP formation still

competes effectively with polycondensation, e.g.
certain arylglycinates afford DKPs in appreciable
yields upon heating to moderate temperature [70].
At least in DKPs containing two straight-chain alkyl
side chains, UV spectroscopic experiments suggest
that any interaction between the side chains (e.g.
those of Met) can be ruled out [71]. Those amino
acids which favour DKP cyclization in dipeptide
derivatives exert their effect whether present C- or
N-terminally, although the effect is less pronounced
in the latter case [72].

Cyclizations involving dipeptides composed of
residues with opposing configurations appear to be
particularly facile, presumably due to the fact that in
such cases trans-DKPs are formed [73]. Here steric

Copyright  2003 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Peptide Sci. 9: 9–35 (2003)
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congestion in the cis dipeptide isomer is less severe
(Figure 1a: if e.g. the amino- and carboxyl-terminal
residues are L and D, respectively, then R1a and
R2b correspond to the side chains, the remaining
substituents being H). It is thus not surprising
that DKP formation from mixed D/L-dipeptide methyl
and ethyl esters is common [74]. An example is
the tripeptide H-D-Val-Pro-Sar-OH, which upon
storage in solution at ambient temperature yields
the thermodynamically very favourable cyclo-[D-Val-
Pro] [75].

For geometric isomers of imide (e.g. Xaa-Pro) pep-
tide bonds, the energy difference between trans
and cis isomers is much smaller than with pep-
tide bonds not involving cyclic amino acids (refer
Figure 1b (i)), probably about 0.5 kcal/mol. It fol-
lows that the occurrence of cis imide bonds in
polypeptides is much higher (ca. 10%–30%) [41].
Pro-Xaa dipeptides, on the other hand, are not sig-
nificantly different from dipeptides without cyclic
amino acids as far as steric congestion differences in
the trans and cis isomeric states are concerned (refer
Figure 1b (ii)). This accounts for the facts that Pro-
Xaa cis amide bonds are not particularly abundant
in proteins and that Pro-Xaa dipeptide sequences
are far less prone to DKP formation than the Xaa-
Pro sequences. Thus H-Gly-Pro-OEt upon standing
in vacuo at ambient temperature overnight yielded
the DKP at the exclusion of linear polymers [76].
DKP formation from this dipeptide ester was much
faster than that from the inverted sequence H-Pro-
Gly-OEt. This led to the realization that isomeric
dipeptide esters, which cyclize to the same DKP, in
general do so at vastly different rates.

Facile DKP formation when cyclic amino acids
other than Pro (e.g. Tic and Oic; Figure 2) are
present has also been observed. Peptides con-
taining Tic residues, e.g. H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-NH2,
H-Tyr-Tic-Phe-OH, and H-Tyr-Tic-NH2, while sta-
ble in aqueous solution at weakly basic pH, were
reported to decompose spontaneously in DMSO or
MeOH solution to yield cyclo-[Tyr-Tic] [77]. In the
case of the dipeptide amide, complete cyclization
was observed even in the solid state. In order to
overcome this problem, peptide analogues contain-
ing reduced peptide bond Ticψ[CH2-NH]Phe units
were prepared [78]. However, even these structures
underwent intramolecular rearrangements resulting
in DKP-like structures [79]. In a different case it was
found that a dipeptide containing a Tic analogue
underwent cyclization with particular ease, despite
the fact that nucleophilic attack had to occur on a
comparatively unreactive carboxyl group [80]. Here

DKP formation was particularly facile in aqueous
solutions at or below pH 4 and again cyclization was
observed in the lyophilized material.

Greater diversity of conformational states is avail-
able for peptides containing N-substituted amino
acid residues. Comparison of the Ramachandran
plots of, for example, Ac-Ala-NMe2 with that of
Ac-Sar-NMe2 shows a greater number of energy
minima for the latter, including minima arising
from conformers containing a cis amide bond [81].
The unfavourable effect of a substituent R3 in the
trans rather than cis amide bond can be seen
from Figure 1a. DKP formation from sequences con-
taining N-substituted amino acid residues is thus
favourable and has been observed with, for example,
Sar-containing dipeptides [82].

Interesting results were seen when cyclization of
linear tetrapeptide Tcp esters were attempted [83]
(Scheme 9). Depending on the amino acid residues
in the peptide, DKP formation was a serious side
reaction. This was particularly the case when the
second residue was Sar. In this case the free amino
group can approach readily the second carbonyl
group due to the equal likelihood of cis and trans
amide bonds between residues 1 and 2, resulting
in cyclol formation and rearrangement to DKP. The
liberated dipeptide ester subsequently cyclizes to
another DKP. If the fourth residue is an N-methyl
amino acid, then the free amino group may also
react readily with the activated carbonyl group thus
giving the cyclic tetrapeptide apart from the DKPs. If
the second residue is Gly or Ala, on the other hand,
then a trans peptide bond is preferred and cyclol
formation is effectively suppressed.

Similarly, upon neutralization of the TFA salts
of dipeptidyl resins containing MePhe, DKP for-
mation was observed [84]. Under identical reac-
tion conditions around 80% resin cleavage took
place for the Pro-MePhe and Ala-MePhe derivatives,
whereas the corresponding Pro-Pro and Ala-Pro
derivatives gave around 40% to 60% cyclization.
Even very bulky N-substituents in amino acids

Figure 2 Structures of L-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline-
3-carboxylic acid (Tic) and (7S,8S)-endo-cis-octahydroin-
dole-2-carboxylic acid (Oic).
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Scheme 9

can give rise to DKPs. Thus an attempt to syn-
thesize N ,N ′-ditritylglycinamide from N-tritylglycine
and tritylamine with the aid of DCC yielded N ,N ′-
ditrityldiketopiperazine instead, which was also
formed as the main product in the absence of trityl-
amine [85].

Dipeptides containing α,α-disubstituted amino
acid residues [86] have been observed to cyclize very
easily. For example, Boc-Val-Aib-OMe and Z-Aib-
Ala-OMe cyclized quantitatively upon acidolysis and
transfer hydrogenation, respectively [87]. Even H-
Aib-Aib-OMe was reported to afford the DKP slowly
upon standing in solution, although this finding
stands in contrast to the reported difficulty of form-
ing cyclo-[Aib-Aib] from the dipeptide Tcp ester,
i.e. an activated species [88]. Furthermore, alkyl
esters of α-aminoisobutyric acid and α-amino-α-
methylbutyric acid have been reported to be much
more resistant to both intermolecular condensation
and cyclization than natural amino acids [89]. The
presence of a gem-dialkyl group would be expected
to disfavour heavily a cis-amide bond but imposes
considerable conformational restrictions about the
Cα-C′ and N-Cα bonds [90], resulting in stable folded
conformations for Aib-containing sequences char-
acteristic of 310- and α-helices. In such helical
structures the terminal amino and carbonyl groups
of dipeptide units are typically only ca. 4.5 Å apart
as opposed to distances of 5.5–6 Å in common
extended conformations (based on calculations from
average backbone dihedral angles of highly popu-
lated minima of the four-dimensional Ramachan-
dran map [91]). Such proximity may be even higher
for Aib-containing dipeptide units since it has been

found that Aib was a suitable surrogate for a cis-
Pro in certain bradykinin analogues [92]. In any
case proximity between the groups involved in DKP
amide bond formation, as well as possible forced
distortion of the favoured trans-amide bond, may
help to facilitate DKP cyclization in Aib-containing
peptides. Diacylated cyclo-[Aib-Aib] may also form,
presumably through rearrangement of symmetrical
anhydrides formed during attempted couplings of N-
protected Aib-containing dipeptides with H-Aib-OMe
using DCC. Furthermore, attempted cyclizations
of tri- and tetrapeptide acid chlorides consisting
of Aib residues can result in formation of imida-
zolones [93,94].

A cis peptide bond lock is also provided in
cyclic cystine derivatives and such compounds
thus undergo DKP cyclization readily (Scheme 10),
e.g. the hydroformate salt of cyclic cystine methyl
ester converts to the DKP in MeOH solution at
45 °C [95]. Cystine-containing DKPs have also been
suspected during SPPS of unsymmetrical dimeric
peptides [96].

While cyclizations of glutamine derivatives to
pyrrolidones and glutarimides are well known, a
glutamine-containing dipeptide, viz. Boc-Pro-Gln-
NH2, was found to undergo quite a different side
reaction upon acidolysis and attempted coupling
with active esters of Glp, i.e. DKP rearrangement

Scheme 10
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Scheme 11

to cyclo-[Glp-Gln] (Scheme 11) [97], rather than the
more expected pyroglutamylamidopiperidine-2,6-
dione or N-acylpiperazine-2,5-dione cyclizations.
The proposed mechanism for the observed reac-
tion involves nucleophilic attack of the Glp amide
nitrogen on the Gln Cα-carbonyl with peptide bond
formation between Glp and Gln residues and elimi-
nation of the Pro residue.

In this context it is interesting to note that
terminal Glp residues in peptides can sometimes
lead to rather unexpected decomposition through
DKP formation. Cyclo-[Glp-His] was reported to
be formed as a by-product of 2-mercaptoethanol-
mediated imidazole deprotection of the tripeptide
Glp-His(Dnp)-Pip-OMe [98].

Tripeptides may also decompose spontaneously,
particularly if they contain Gly and Pro residues.
Thus very facile cyclo-[Aib-Pro] formation has been
observed [99]. Stereopopulation control has been
invoked to explain this finding: the combination
of the gem-dimethyl group in the Aib residue,
together with the Pro ring, apparently force the free
amino group very close to the carboxyl group, thus
strongly favouring DKP formation at this position
with expulsion of the following Trp residue. Another
well-documented example of DKP formation from
tripeptides is H-His-Pro-Phe-OH, which in weakly
acidic solution cleaves to cyclo-[His-Pro] and H-Phe-
OH [100]. Both anchimeric assistance of the His
imidazole side chain, as well as the presence of
the cis-amide bond in the Pro residue are thought
to contribute to the particular ease of cyclization.
Interestingly, the tripeptidyl methyl ester requires
much more vigorous conditions before undergoing
the same cleavage reaction. This is attributed to
a rate-enhancing mechanism via an H-bonded
intermediate possible for the peptide acid but not
for an ester.

Finally DKP formation may even occur from longer
peptides, particularly if these contain certain Pro-
containing sequences. In fact DKP formation at
the amino terminus of polypeptides may be an
important process in the abiotic decomposition of
proteins in fossils [101]. An N-terminally truncated

product, formed through Phe-Pro DKP formation,
was isolated from preparations of both full-length
recombinant human growth hormone, as well as
an N-terminal tryptic fragment [102]. The degra-
dation of substance P (H-Arg-Pro-Lys-Pro-Gln-Gln-
Phe-Phe-Gly-Leu-Met-NH2) upon storage was shown
to proceed through two subsequent DKP cycliza-
tions [103]. Evidently the extreme lability of this
peptide must be due to its particular conformation
rather than sequence effects only: the susceptibil-
ity of the Pro2-Lys3 amide bond to intramolecular
attack did not appear to be caused by the vicinity
of the two basic amino acid side chains, since the
model peptide H-Arg-Pro-Lys-NHMe was far more
stable to DKP formation. It is also interesting to note
that peptide salts containing acetate were far more
prone to DKP formation than the corresponding
hydrochlorides or trifluoroacetates. This observa-
tion is in keeping with findings made elsewhere that
weak carboxylic acids are particularly good catalysts
for DKP-forming reactions.

EPIMERIZATION

When DKPs are exposed to epimerization-inducing
conditions they are found to epimerize at simi-
lar rates as the corresponding dipeptides, although
some DKPs epimerize particularly readily, e.g. cyclo-
[Pro-Phe] [104]. Upon epimerization-forcing condi-
tions, the rate of DKP epimerization is fast initially
but soon slows, presumably due to hydrolysis to the
dipeptide. It was shown that under these conditions
for Gly-Ala dipeptides equilibria between H-Ala-Gly-
OH, DKP and H-Gly-Ala-OH, as well as between
the individual epimerization rates exist [105]. The
decomposition and epimerization of aspartame (H-
Asp-Phe-OMe) in the DKP and peptide products as
a function of pH and temperature has been studied
in detail [106]. Under conditions where there is no
amide bond hydrolysis, on the other hand, DKPs
appear to be more stable to epimerization than cor-
responding dipeptide derivatives, presumably since
DKPs cannot give rise to azlactones. When there
exists an enhanced tendency for α-proton abstrac-
tion, however, epimerization can of course occur, as
is the case for example in piperazine-2,5-onothiones
and -2,5-dithiones possessing facile thione → thiol
tautomerism [107].

It has been observed that in aqueous solution
peptides containing a Gly residue in position 3
may undergo rearrangement via DKP intermediates
involving sequence inversion of the first two residues
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Scheme 12

and epimerization at position 1 [108] (Scheme 12).
For peptides containing amino acids other than
Gly at position 3, on the other hand, epimeriza-
tion appears to be preferred to rearrangement. The
mechanism proposed for these experimental obser-
vations includes attack of the N-terminal amino
group on the carbonyl group of the second residue of
the polypeptide sequence. The resulting tetrahedral
DKP-like intermediate may either decompose to the
DKP proper with chain scission; alternatively, it can
form a bicyclic structure by transannular attack
on the first carbonyl group by the newly formed
amino group, resulting in rearranged products, or it
may form a bicyclic structure by attack of the newly
formed hydroxy group on the carbonyl group leading
to epimerized products.

STRUCTURE OF DKPs

Due to the fact that the DKP ring contains two
cis peptide bonds [109], it follows that it must
be nearly planar, although very flat twist forms
of boats and chairs are also possible. Avoidance
of steric interaction between side chains of the
DKP ring appears to influence strongly DKP ring
conformation [110]. In general, if the dihedral bond
angles between α-carbons and the carbonyl and
amino groups are termed ψ and φ, respectively,
as well as the amide N-C bond ω, then the general
constraints shown in Figure 3 apply.

The molecular rigidity of the DKP ring was sug-
gested early [111] and this was borne out by opti-
cal rotatory dispersion experiments [112]. Crystal

Figure 3 DKP ring conformation.

structures of DKPs with sterically insignificant side
chains also show a planar conformation [113]. DKPs
with aromatic side chains have ring conformations
that are influenced by the tendency of the aro-
matic substituents to overlap with the DKP ring, a
phenomenon suggested by various physical meth-
ods [114], notably 1H-NMR [115]. The interaction
between the DKP and aromatic rings in such sys-
tems is of a short-range nature, the force involved
probably being of the dipole-induced dipole kind, the
amide groups providing the dipole and the aromatic
ring supplying a polarizable π-electron cloud. In the
case of cis DKPs, various combinations of aromatic
and non-aromatic ring substituents lead to DKPs
whose conformations can be rationalized by three
basic conformations (Figure 4).

For trans DKPs only the planar ring conforma-
tion is likely to be of importance. Aromatic ring
stacking is also highly favoured in DKPs where
this is possible [116]. Thus a ring conformation with
negative degree of folding and two pseudo-axial sub-
stituents was observed for cyclo-[Trp-Phe] [117]. A
similar situation exists in cyclo-[Tyr-Tic], however,
here the DKP ring is nearly planar [118]. Folding of
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Figure 4 The three basic ring conformations found in
cis DKPs.

Figure 5 DKP conformations involving Pro residues.

aromatic side chains on to the DKP ring was also
observed for DKPs containing two aromatic residues
(Phe, naphthylAla) and here planar or nearly pla-
nar bowsprit boat-type DPK ring conformations were
found [119].

In Pro-containing DKPs [120] the planar DKP ring
conformation (Figure 5) is energetically unfavour-
able because it requires that the five-membered Pro
ring be severely twisted. The strongly favoured near-
planar Pro ring conformation is only possible if the
DKP ring assumes a boat-like conformation. An even
stronger stabilization of the DKP boat form would
be expected in the case of cyclo-[Pro-Pro] because
here the Cα − Cβ bonds of the two Pro residues
are in pseudoequatorial positions. For cyclo-[Pro-
D-Pro], on the other hand, only the planar DKP ring
conformation is possible, with the two Pro rings
taking up half-chair conformations.

DKPs IN SOLID-PHASE PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS

SPPS Linkers Based on DKP Formation

In multiple simultaneous peptide synthesis it is of
advantage to be able to detach peptides directly from
the solid support into aqueous medium for test-
ing, without the need for acidolysis, work-up, etc.
A linker was developed which permits such a pro-
cedure. In the original version [121] an orthogonally

protected Boc-Lys(Fmoc)-Pro dipeptide was elabo-
rated on the side-chain hydroxyl group of a solid
phase-esterified N-acetyl Ser residue. Peptides were
then built up using Fmoc chemistry after depro-
tection of the Lys side-chain amino group. Once
assembly was complete, the Lys Nα-Boc group,
together with other acid-labile amino side chain
protecting groups, was removed. When transferred
into aqueous conditions at mildly basic pH, DKP
cyclization was triggered, thus releasing the pep-
tides from the synthesis supports. Improvements in
lability towards DKP formation could be achieved
by altering the ester bond between the Pro residue
and the solid support. When glycolamido and 4-
(oxymethyl)benzamide esters of Lys-Pro were sub-
stituted for the Ser side chain ester, cleavage could
be induced with physiological buffers directly [122]
(Scheme 13).

Combinatorial peptide libraries based on the prin-
ciple of biochemical screening of very large numbers
of discrete peptidyl resin beads were developed
for the purpose of new lead generation in drug
research [123]. This method has been extended to
library screening in solution and entails orthogo-
nal release of predetermined amounts of peptide
from peptidyl resin beads for convergent selec-
tion of ‘active’ sequences [124]. Various orthogonal
linkage-cleavage chemistry multi-detachable protec-
tion schemes have been reviewed [125]. In such
strategies quantities of peptide e.g. binding assays
in solution can be detached by successive treatment
with acidic and basic reagents. DKP formation from
a Boc-Glu-Pro ester unit has been incorporated as
one of the selective detachment steps. The cycliza-
tion is set up by first removing the Boc group from
the Glu residue, followed by treatment with alkaline
buffer solution.

Assessment of Linkers in Terms of Ease of DKP
Formation

In general the acid-labile linkers that give rise to
peptide amides [126,127] would be considered less
prone to DKP formation at the dipeptide stage than
dipeptidyl ester resins. This is due to the fact that
an anchoring amide bond is generally less reactive
towards nucleophiles than an ester. Furthermore,
the amide linkers in these systems usually possess
considerable steric bulk. On the other hand peptide
amides may be obtained by ammonolysis from
special linkers, e.g. based on p-carboxy-substituted
benzyl esters [128]. Such systems with enhanced
lability to nucleophiles are of course inadvisable in
cases where DKP formation might be a problem.
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Scheme 13

An ever-increasing number of linkers, mostly
based on acid-labile esters, is being proposed for
the synthesis of peptide acids by SPPS. Some of
these have been tabulated in recent review arti-
cles [129–131]. In principle the same observations
as were made above for C-terminal peptide esters
as used in solution chemistry apply, since the
majority of anchoring methods in SPPS are based
on ester bonds between the growing peptide chain
and the bifunctional linker to the solid support.
Additionally, in solid-phase syntheses, loss of dipep-
tides through DKP formation gives rise to reactive
sites on the polymer (e.g. hydroxyl sites) [132],
which themselves may represent a source for other
side reactions. Many of these esters are derived
from benzyl alcohol and are thus more or less
prone to nucleophilic attack. In the original ver-
sion of SPPS [133], growing peptide chains are
anchored via p-alkylbenzyl alcohol ester linkages
to the insoluble support. Using this synthesis
method, premature peptide loss from the resin at
the stage of dipeptidyl deprotection and tripep-
tidyl acylation stages was observed early [82,96].
Resins based on p-acetamidobenzyl alcohol and o-
nitro-p-carboxamidomethylbenzyl alcohol are even
more susceptible [134]. In general with linkers of
the benzyl alcohol type it can be expected that
the danger of DKP formation through intramolec-
ular dipeptide ester aminolysis will be related to
the electron-donating effect of any phenyl ring
substituents. Thus particularly acid-sensitive link-
ers based on for example methoxy-substituted

benzyl alcohol [135–137] will be less prone to this
side reaction than the corresponding unsubsti-
tuted ones.

SPPS based on the Fmoc protecting group gen-
erally utilizes p-alkoxybenzyl alcohol linkers [138].
Little attention has apparently been paid to DKP
side reactions in this synthesis strategy. Unfortu-
nately piperidine, the reagent of choice for Fmoc
deprotection, is quite an efficient catalyst for DKP
cyclizations. It was shown that the loss of dipeptide
in Fmoc-based syntheses can be suppressed very
effectively if a peptide-resin linker derived from t-
butyl alcohol is employed [139]. It was shown that
with such a linker peptides containing the very
difficult C-terminal Pro-Pro, D-Val-Pro and Tyr-Pro
sequences could be obtained with less than 5%
loss due to DKP formation. Using conventional p-
alkoxybenzyl alcohol resins, DKP formation in these
cases is practically quantitative during standard
Fmoc-deprotection cycle with piperidine/DMF. It
should be kept in mind that conventional ester-
ification methods (e.g. the DMAP-catalysed ester-
ification with Fmoc-amino acid anhydrides [140])
for C-terminal amino acid anchoring fail with this
linker and the very reactive Fmoc-amino acid chlo-
rides or fluorides have to be resorted to in order
to effect resin substitution [141]. In the so-called
liquid-phase peptide synthesis method [142], the
advantages to be gained in terms of resistance
to nucleophilic attack by using But-based linkers
were also suggested and suitable functionalization
of polyethylene glycol is in fact possible.
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In convergent syntheses protected peptides with
C-terminal Gly and Pro are often desirable, since the
problem of epimerization during segment condensa-
tion can thus be circumvented. However, dipeptides
with these terminal residues are more prone to DKP
formation than most others and this fact must be
taken into account when protected peptide segments
are synthesized. The use of resins with trityl linkers
has recently gained much importance for the synthe-
sis of protected segments by the Fmoc strategy [143]
(Figure 6). The original trityl linker, when introduced
into standard styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer by
Friedel-Crafts acylation with benzoyl chloride, fol-
lowed by Grignard phenylation [144], was found to
result in peptide-linker ester bonds which were too
acid-sensitive and the corresponding 2-chlorotrityl
resin has thus been advocated [145]. When the
trityl linker was introduced into modified styrene-
ethyleneglycol copolymers through acylation with
p-carboxyl-trityl alcohol [146], on the other hand,
the ester bonds between trityl linker and the car-
boxyl groups of the C-terminal residue were suffi-
ciently stable during peptide synthesis [147]. In both
cases the resin-bound trityl alcohol moieties are
converted to trityl chlorides, which in turn can then
be used for very mild and efficient anchoring of C-
terminal Fmoc-amino acids. Protected peptides can
be cleaved under very mild conditions with dilute
AcOH, in the case of the 2-chlorotrityl linker with
dilute hexafluoroisopropanol [148]. It was shown
that dipeptidyl resins containing C-terminal Pro
residues are not prone to DKP formation when
trityl resins are used [149]. This stability to cycliza-
tion was attributed to the extreme steric hindrance
imposed by the bulky trityl ester function.

Silicon-based fluoridolysable linkers [150,151],
whose underlying principles can be traced back

Figure 6 Trityl alcohol-based linkers for SPPS.

to the trimethylsilylethyl group for carboxyl pro-
tection [152], have also gained some importance.
In general it can be expected that these link-
ers, since they are based on secondary alcohols
and contain bulky alkylsilyl substituents, are less
prone to DKP formation than for example con-
ventional benzyl alcohol-based linkers. At least
in one case, where the linker 4-[1-hydroxy-2-
(trimethylsilyl)ethyl]benzoic acid was utilized [153],
this has been confirmed. The recently reported (2-
phenyl-2-trimethylsilyl)ethyl linker, which is suit-
able for the synthesis of protected peptides and
glycopeptides, is apparently very resistant to DKP
formation for steric reasons [154].

The o-nitrobenzyl resin has been suggested as a
useful tool for convergent syntheses since protected
peptide segments can be detached from this linker
photochemically, leaving even very acid-labile amino
acid protecting groups intact [155]. A problem with
this method is incorporation of the third residue due
to DKP formation at the dipeptide stage; here this
side-reaction is more pronounced than with ordi-
nary benzyl esters [156] (refer synthesis section).

The glycolamide ester linker [157] was proposed
as a base-labile peptide anchoring method, permit-
ting detachment under aqueous conditions. It was
found later that the activated methyl ester nature of
this linker leads to dipeptide cyclization [158].

A p-nitrobenzophenone polystyrene resin now
commonly referred to as the ‘Kaiser oxime’ resin, was
developed for the preparation of protected peptide
segments for mixed solid-phase/solution convergent
peptide synthesis [159]. It offers the possibility of
removing the fully protected peptides after assembly
using a variety of mild nucleophiles. This fact
has been exploited to prepare head-to-tail cyclized
peptides directly on the resin [160]. Due to the fact
that the peptide-oxime resin is quite susceptible
to nucleophilic attack, it is not surprising that
intramolecular attack after dipeptide N-deprotection
can be a serious problem here. In fact the usual
DCC/HOBt coupling chemistry applied with Boc-
amino acid derivatives may not be efficient enough
to compete with DKP formation [161]. For solid-
phase segment condensation strategies using the
oxime resin it has been suggested that segments
are chosen in such a manner as to avoid the ‘slow
couplers’ Asn and Gln in the third position from the
C-terminus [162].

Another resin useful for preparation of protected
peptide segments, Boc-aminoacyl-oxyacylpolysty-
rene, from which peptides can be liberated by
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hydrazinolysis or with Crown ether/KCN, is sensi-
tive to the DKP side reaction for the same mechanis-
tic reasons discussed above for dipeptide phenacyl
esters [163].

When planning multiple simultaneous peptide
syntheses, a technique that has gained much inter-
est in the last few years in connection with combi-
natorial chemistry approaches, it would be highly
advisable to take into consideration the fact that
DKP formation can be a problem. Thus if for exam-
ple a standard assembly chemistry on a benzyl
alcohol-type resin is used and all possible tripep-
tides are the target, one would expect an appreciable
number of sequences to be under-represented or
missing completely from the peptidyl resin mixture
due to loss through DKP formation. Monitoring tech-
niques sometimes applied in simultaneous multi-
ple synthesis (e.g. bromophenol blue indicator [164]
or conductance measurement [165]) would not be
expected to reveal such problems. The situation
could be further aggravated since manipulations
of the peptidyl resins, e.g. through pooling and
recombination, could result in prolonged intervals
between deprotection and acylation cycles, providing
additional time for cyclization to occur. In simul-
taneous multiple solid-phase syntheses choice of
resins resistant to DKP formation is thus of partic-
ular importance, as has been pointed out [166].

Strategies Employed to Prevent DKP Formation in
Solution and SPPS

Since DKP formation may be acid- or base-catalysed,
it is advisable in potentially problematic cases
to choose dipeptide Nα-deprotection and acylation
strategies that may proceed under neutral con-
ditions. One solution to this problem is appli-
cation of Z-protection, removable by hydrogeno-
lysis, and chain extension with the very reactive
Pfp esters, again without the need for the addi-
tion of tertiary base [167]. In Fmoc-based SPPS,
as a general precaution, abbreviated deprotection
and wash cycles at the dipeptide stage are advis-
able [168], although for particularly prone dipep-
tide sequences such a protocol (e.g. 50% piperi-
dine/DMF for 5 min) may still be problematic and
further shortening of the reaction time will lead
to incomplete deprotection [169]. A possible solu-
tion to such sequences is introduction of the sec-
ond amino acid residue as the hyper-acid labile
2-(4-biphenylyl)isopropyloxycarbonyl (Bpoc) deriva-
tive [170]. More recently it has been shown that
in Fmoc-based SPPS replacement of the piperidine

with TBAF [171] may be useful. Thus deblocking
of Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-Pro-(p-alkoxybenzyl alcohol resin)
with 20 mM TBAF in DMF was reported to suppress
substantially DKP formation from this particularly
prone dipeptide [172]. However, similar treatment of
a different dipeptidyl resin (Pro-Tyr) did not effec-
tively suppress DKP formation and caused almost
complete epimerization at the Tyr residue [173].
Addition of up to 2% EtOH (i.e. conditions which
moderate the nucleophilicity of the fluoride ion) to
the TBAF/DMF mixture drastically reduced both
cyclization and epimerization. A different alterna-
tive Fmoc-deprotection reagent, namely the steri-
cally hindered tertiary base DBU has recently found
application in solid-phase syntheses of phospho-
and glycopeptides. Apparently it does not, however,
reduce the DKP side reaction [174].

In syntheses employing the Nα-Boc protecting
group it has been found useful to employ in situ
neutralization combined with acylation mediated by
Castro’s reagent [175], and reagents derived from
it, as a precautionary measure against the DKP
side reaction [176]. Apparently the nature of the ter-
tiary base in the acylation mixture is important,
e.g. DIEA performing better than NMP in terms
of DKP-suppression [177]. The advantage of in situ
neutralization methods lies in the fact that they can
easily be incorporated into computer-programmed
automated synthesis protocols. This is in contrast
to the better-established Suzuki procedures [178]
for effective suppression of DKP formation. These
methods are based on substituting 4 M HCl in
dioxane in place of TFA for acidolysis of the Boc
group. The N-terminal amine hydrochlorides, which
of course are non-nucleophilic and thus do not
cyclize, are not neutralized prior to the next acy-
lation cycle. The latter is carried out with excess
NMM salt of the next Boc-amino acid in the desired
sequence, followed by DCC (or in reversed order);
alternatively Boc-amino acid reactive esters, fol-
lowed by 1.1 equivalents of NMM, may be used.
Under these conditions even the very labile Pro-Pro
peptidyl resins could be elongated without problems.
A variation of these methods consists in conversion
of the dipeptide hydrochloride derivative emanating
from HCl/dioxane deprotection with a large excess
of pyridinium acetate to the acetate salt, followed
by acylation with preformed active esters in com-
plete absence of auxiliary base [96]. A method of
DKP suppression through acylation without prior
neutralization of the deprotected dipeptidyl resin,
which is compatible with Fmoc/But solid-phase
strategy, has also been reported [179]. Here the
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second amino acid is introduced in N-Trt-protected
form. The Trt group is then removed using 0.2%
TFA and 1% H2O in CH2Cl2 and the resulting dipep-
tidyl TFA salt is acylated directly with excess of
the next Fmoc-amino acid derivative, PyAOP [180],
and DIEA. The method is applicable to the syn-
thesis of free peptides using resins with the 3-(4-
hydroxymethylphenoxy)propionic acid linker (modi-
fied Wang resin) [181], as well as to synthesis of pro-
tected peptides with the linker 4-(4-hydroxymethyl-
3-methoxyphenoxy)butyric acid (HMPB) [135]. Syn-
thesis of the tripeptide H-Lys-D-Val-Pro-OH using
these two resins and standard Fmoc chemistry
resulted in 89% and 67% DKP side reaction, respec-
tively, whereas with the modified Trt-procedure only
0 and 5% loss through DKP formation was encoun-
tered.

N-methyl amino acids are particularly prone to
cyclization. Thus the extreme case represented by
D-(N-Me)Phe-Pro peptidyl resin required particular
precautions in order to avoid DKP formation [182].
The dipeptide amine salt obtained by HCl/dioxane
Boc-deprotection was reacted with the appropriate
Fmoc-amino acid chloride for several minutes at low
temperature, followed by the addition of DIEA to
‘pH 8’. The very high reactivity of the Fmoc-amino
acid chloride, together with control of temperature
and base strength was necessary to counteract the
extremely short half-life (15 min) of the neutralized
dipeptide resin with respect to DKP formation.

A conceptually particularly attractive way of
preventing DKP formation in peptide synthesis
was reported [183]. It consists of entrapment of
the amine nucleophile resulting from dipeptide
deprotection by in situ acylation. Such an approach
requires that the acylating agent be N-protected
and carboxyl-activated in such a way as to be
compatible with the method of N-deprotection of
the susceptible dipeptide derivative. If the dipeptide
carries a Z protecting group to be removed by
hydrogenolysis, then Su and Pfp active esters, as
well as the Boc- and 2-(trimethylsilyl)ethoxycarbonyl
(Teoc) [184] amino-protecting groups fulfil these
criteria. Thus hydrogenolysis of a mixture of Z-
Ala-D-Pro-OMe in dioxane with Pd/C catalyst in
the presence of a slight excess of Teoc-D-Ala-OPfp
resulted in an 80% yield of the tripeptide product.

As a last resort it is of course possible to
circumvent the problem of DKP formation at the
dipeptidyl resin stage altogether by coupling a
protected dipeptide segment to the amino acyl
resin. The disadvantage is the usual danger of

epimerization, depending on the nature of the C-
terminal residue of the protected dipeptide and the
coupling chemistry applied.

APPLICATION OF DKPs IN COMBINATORIAL
CHEMISTRY

An early example of the exploitation of facile DKP for-
mation is that reported by Gordon and Steele [185],
who prepared a combinatorial library of 1000 DKPs.
Fmoc-amino acids were immobilized on Wang resin,
deprotected, and reductively alkylated with alde-
hydes and NaBH(OAc)3. The resulting 2° amines
were acylated with Boc-amino acids (PyBrOP/DIEA
coupling). After deprotection of the Boc group with
neat TFA, cyclization with concomitant release from
the support was achieved by reflux in toluene for
5 h. In a related study [186], 2500 DKPs and piper-
azines with three centres of diversity were prepared
combinatorially: 10 Fmoc-amino acids immobilized
on Wang resin were Fmoc-deprotected, reductively
alkylated with 12 aldehydes or ketones, and the
resulting 2° amines bromoacetylated, followed by
amination with 12 different amines. Finally DKP
cyclization was accomplished by heating in 2 M

AcOH in 2-butanol. The resulting DKPs were fur-
ther transformed into piperazines (LiAlH4 or BH3

reduction). A similar approach was taken for the
combinatorial synthesis of tetrasubstituted DKPs
from α-bromocarboxylic acids and amines [187]. Yet
another DKP-based combinatorial approach starts
from side-chain protected cyclo-[Glu-Glu], which is
N-alkylated with α-bromoacetate esters and thus
gives rise to a DKP scaffold, which, upon judi-
cious choice of ester protecting groups, offers up to
four individually accessible points for combinatorial
diversity [188].

In a similar approach [189], based on the
‘diversomer’ principle elaborated for the com-
binatorial synthesis of hydantoins and benzo-
diazepines [190], the polyethyleneglycol (Tentagel)
or 4-hydroxymethyl-phenylacetamidomethyl (PAM)
linkers of peptide synthesis resins were esteri-
fied with protected amino acids. Depending on the
amino acids, standard DIC/DMAP, Mitsunobu, or
acyl fluoride esterification methods were used. Fol-
lowing deprotection, the amino group was reduc-
tively alkylated with aliphatic or aromatic aldehy-
des. The imine was formed on the solid support
using trimethylorthoformate, NaCNBH3 served as
the reducing agent and an additional proton source
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(AcOH or MeOH) was required for complete con-
version to the 2° amine. This was then followed
by acylation with Boc-protected amino acids (using
HATU, DMFP, DIC/HOAt, or symmetrical anhydride
coupling chemistry). Deprotection with TFA removed
the terminal Boc group, as well as acid-labile side-
chain protecting groups, without release of the N-
alkylated dipeptides from the support. Cyclization
was then induced by treatment with toluene/EtOH
mixtures under acidic (1% AcOH; 8–12 h) or basic
(4% TEA, 2–5 h) conditions. Apparently very pure
DKPs were obtained with this method, since by-
products, including those from incomplete alky-
lation and acylation, were not released from the
support. Furthermore, the synthesis method was
applied to the preparation of soluble DKP libraries
via the split-and-pool method [191].

A strategy particularly suitable for the combi-
natorial preparation of resin-bound DKP libraries
was reported [192]. In this method masked (as
cyclic N-Boc N,O-acetals) aldehyde carboxylic acids
are immobilized via the carboxyl group. The alde-
hyde group is then unmasked (95 : 5 TFA/H2O;
3 min) and aminated reductively with amino acyl
But esters and NaBH(OAc)3 in DMSO/DCM/AcOH
(50 : 50 : 1), followed by acylation of the 2° amino
group with Fmoc-amino acids under various cou-
pling conditions, amongst which in situ gen-
eration of the acyl chloride with the aid of
bis(trichloromethyl)carbonate [193] and coupling in
the presence of 2,4,6-collidine at 50–55 °C was the
most successful. Cyclization was found to take place
readily upon final Fmoc-deprotection.

A backbone amide linker based on the tris(alkoxy)-
benzylamine system was developed for the synthesis
of C-terminally modified and cyclic peptides [194].
It was noticed, however, that Fmoc-dipeptidyl allyl
esters immobilized via the peptide amide nitrogen
were prone to cyclization upon piperidine-mediated
Fmoc deprotection (dipeptidyl allyl esters have been
found to be prone to DKP formation elsewhere [195]).
This propensity of the tertiary amide-containing
dipeptide esters was then exploited for the inten-
tional synthesis of various DKPs (Scheme 14) [196].
The starting materials were obtained by amidation of
5-(4-formyl-3,5-dimethoxyphenoxy) valeric acid with
an amino resin, followed by reductive amination of
the aldehyde function with amino acyl methyl esters
and acylation with Fmoc-amino acids. In all cases
investigated, standard Fmoc deprotection at this
stage led to quantitative DKP formation. The fact
that here the DKP is not displaced from the solid
support, as is the case with most other systems,

Scheme 14

is an advantage since further on-resin modification,
e.g. alkylation of the primary amide as shown, or
elaboration of orthogonally protected functional side
chains R1 and R2, is possible. The suitability of this
system for combinatorial synthesis approaches has
also been demonstrated [197].

As mentioned earlier, the Kaiser oxime resin
can be used to prepared DKPs [36]. This approach
was applied to the automated synthesis of a DKP
library [198] (Scheme 15). Treatment of the Boc-
deprotected resins with DIEA (2.2 eq) / AcOH (5 eq)
in DCM for 16 h afforded the DKPs in most cases.
However, the apparent lack of certain DKPs (e.g.
those including Pro and Tic residues) was probably

Scheme 15
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due to premature cyclization during Boc-dipeptide
deprotection (25% TFA/DCM; 20 min).

Demethoxyfumitremorgin C (Scheme 16) is the
most active of a series of prenylated indole alkaloids
with anti-proliferative properties. It contains a
tetrahydro-β-carboline system with an embedded
Pro DKP ring. The originally devised synthetic
route was adapted in order to devise a solid-
phase method permitting combinatorial synthesis
of analogues [199]. Fmoc-Trp was immobilized on
Wang resin and reacted, after deprotection, with
various aldehydes to afford the intermediate imines.
These were then subjected to N-acyliminium Pictet-
Spengler condensation using a variety of Fmoc-
amino acid chlorides. Upon Fmoc deprotection with
piperidine the DKP rings were formed in high yield.

The synthesis of highly functionalized DKP
libraries based on Hyp is shown in Scheme 17 [200].
Fmoc-Hyp-OH was immobilized on a dihydropyran-
functionalized resin [201], Fmoc-deprotected and
Teoc-reprotected. The latter protecting group was

stable to the alkylation conditions in the next
step. After removal of the Teoc group with fluo-
ride ions, the pyrrolidine nitrogen was acylated with
Fmoc-Xaa-F in the presence of N,O-bis(trimethyl-
silyl)acetamide [141]. The formation of the DKP
was initiated immediately during cleavage of the
Fmoc group and was completed by heating in DMF
in the presence of a catalytic amount of KCN.
The backbone amide function was finally alkylated
and the DKPs removed through mild hydrolysis.
A range of different insoluble polymer supports
was investigated using this chemistry [202]. It was
found that polyoxyethylene-polyoxypropylene (POE-
POP) resins [203] were particularly suitable, since
they permitted analysis of resin-bound intermedi-
ates (by high-resolution magic angle spinning NMR
spectroscopy) at a resolution similar to that with
corresponding molecules in solution.

An efficient solution-based library approach to
the synthesis of DKPs was adopted by Hulme

Scheme 16

Scheme 17
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et al. [204] Here the Ugi 4-component condensa-
tion (4CC) reaction [205] was employed combina-
torially, i.e. reaction between different Boc-amino
acids, aldehydes, amines, and isonitriles. When the
so-called convertible isonitrile (cyclohexenyl isoni-
trile) [206], as shown in Scheme 18, was employed,
it was found that the intermediate dipeptidyl amides
cyclized to the corresponding DKPs with extraordi-
nary ease. This is due to the fact that during TFA-
mediated Boc deprotection the cyclohexenyl amide
is converted to the N-acyliminium ion, which is very
prone to nucleophilic attack. A related method, in
which ethyl glyoxalate in place of a simple aldehyde
was used in the Ugi 4CC reaction, has also been
used to prepare DKP libraries [207]. In this case
facile cyclization after Boc-deprotection of the ter-
minal amino group, by reaction with the ethyl ester
function, was achieved.

Solid-phase versions for the combinatorial syn-
thesis of DKPs via the Ugi 4CC route have also been

Scheme 18

reported [208,209]. Thus collagenase-1 inhibitory
DKPs containing Cys residues were prepared [210].
Instead of the simple amine components of the
usual Ugi input, immobilized amino acid esters
were used. A traceless linker based on a convertible
isonitrile was used very recently for the synthesis
of a DKP library [211]. The resin-bound carbonate
convertible isonitrile was employed in a standard
(Scheme 19) Ugi 4CC procedure. The intermediate
immobilized Boc-dipeptidyl amides were then con-
verted to the corresponding N-acyloxazolidones, with
concomitant cleavage from the resin. These did not
undergo cyclization and were therefore converted
to the methyl esters, which underwent DKP forma-
tion upon Boc deprotection, as expected. Apparently
this methodology permitted the high-yield parallel
preparation in 80-well plates of a 4000-member
DKP library.

A different multi-component condensation
strategy based on the Petasis reaction [212]
was used in the high-throughput synthesis of
bicyclic DKP-containing protein β-turn mimetics
(Scheme 20) [213]. Such turns contain a 10-
membered H-bonded ring and are frequent in
protein structures [214]. The synthesis started with
orthogonally protected piperazinic acid, which was
immobilized and Boc-deprotected. Condensation
with arylboronic acids in the presence of glyoxylic
acid gave the Nβ-substituted intermediates. These
were aminated, then Nα-deprotected and further
acylated at that position. Finally cyclization was
achieved by heating in AcOH/BuiOH. It was found
that practically all of the commercially available
arylboronic acids could be used in this procedure.

Scheme 19
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Scheme 20

3-Ylidene-DKPs, i.e. DKPs containing didehy-
droamino acid residues, are particularly versa-
tile organic substrates and this subject has been
reviewed recently [215]. Combinatorial syntheses,
both in solution [216] and using solid-phase meth-
ods [217], have recently been reported.

CONCLUSION

As shown in this review, DKPs have been the peptide
chemists’ constant companions for a long time
and we have amassed a great deal of knowledge
about them, which has been applicable to the
understanding of the chemistry of polypeptides in
general. The well-understood synthetic methods for
the preparation of DKPs are now being exploited
in combinatorial chemistry strategies aimed at
accelerating the drug discovery process, particularly
in the pharmaceutical industry.
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